But, apart from such training, it is desirable that you should acquire some knowledge of the diseases to which we are all liable ; and the object of the present lectures is to impart this on the subjects which are embraced by the title of medical diseases. The fixed line of demarcation which formerly separated the physician from the surgeon is now being rapidly swept away by the advances of science and by the practical fact that in modern plans of treatment the latter is constantly employed where formerly the physician only was consulted. As surgery becomes bolder in its methods the tendency is more and more shown for its application in the cure of diseases; and so it results that the internal cavities of the body which were formerly relegated to the care of the physician, and were sacred from the surgeon's knife, are now as often treated for disease by operative measures as by the administration of medicines. We may cite as an illustration of this fact the various disorders affecting the abdominal viscera. The time is not so long distant since persons suffering from gall or kidney stones came entirely under medical treatment for the cure of these distressing and dangerous troubles. Now, if relief to their sufferings is not soon effected by drugs the suigeon's aid is called in, and I might multiply examples of the same fact drawn from diseases affecting the contents of the skull, the thorax, and the abdomen were it necessary for me to do so. It suffices for me to notice it simply and then to pass on to the subject of these lectures.
What, then, are medical diseases? The answer, I take it, must be the arbitrary one that they are those ailments which are dealt with by the administration of drugs and by the regulation of air, diet, and exercise. The class must necessarily bo a shifting one as methods of treatment vary from time to time, and there must be a borderland of diseases which may legitimately be claimed by the physician and the surgeon as common property.
In these lectures I shall restrict the term to apply to those complaints which do not call for surgical interference in any other way than for the treatment of some complication which has set in and which has really nothing to do with the essential nature of the main disorder which is under consideration. Such a list will embrace the specific fevers, such as enteric and rheumatic fevers; constitutional disorders, such as gout and rheumatism ; and affections of internal organs, such as the heart, ungs, kidneys, &c. The list which may be embraced under such headings is a very extensive one, and there can certainly be no lack of material for an author to deal with. the leafless branches of a discarded tender tree." None of the cheerful sights associated with a farm life at home was visible. The cattle graze far away on the veldt. A typical Boer of the "Dopper " class, whose immense frame suggested unusual strength in the past, but who, in his old age, had become unwieldy through inertia, sat smoking inside. The house was indescribably neglected and dirty, but with no suggestion of poverty or suffering, and is compared to "a labourer's cottage on the West Coast of Ireland." The Boer farmer has never taken advantage of the enormous increase of population following the discovery of gold to cultivate farm produce, for which there would be a ready sale with "a market at his very door," and which from the extraordinary fertility of the soil would bo a quick and certain source of gain ; on the contrary, "owing to his chronic indolence and indifference, all the farm produce consumed on the Rand has to be imported."
A coach journey with its attendant discomforts is graphioilly described. Thirty hours in a vehicle constructed to carry nine passengers inside, each sitting in a position of absolute rigidity, when full, was on this occasion equally uncomfortable from the lack of a complement of passengers, for " the caravan struggled painfully forward, oscillating violently from side to side like a ship on a stormy sea. . . . Inside darkness prevailed, but this darkness contained nothing that was synonymous with peace.
We groped vainly after our Hying baggage as the mules, urged by the driver's resounding whip to a supreme effort, brought the coach back to equilibrium after sinking deeply into the sandy track. The little town of Mafeking, to which the writer was bound, " has the tranquil, tidy, and conventional appearance, with a progressive air also, of an English country town, leavened with the decorous energy of a commercial centre." " Pietermaritzburg set in its frame of undulating woodland is wonderfully reminiscent of Devonshire," and Durban is Devonshire also, "her leafy luxuriance bathed in sunlight, and her sky and sea like rain-washed forget-mo-nots. But the flowers are tropical. In palm-fringed gardens oleanders and camellias flame against the false violet of creeping burgeonvillias and mingle with the waxen cups and shining leaves of the magnolia trees."
No book bearing the title of the one under discussion would be complete without copious notes on Cecil Rhodes. Writing of his colony, Rhodesia, the author declares that, in comparison with New South Wales?whoso expansion cost the ancestors of those who carp at the great powers wielded by the Chartered Company ?10,000,000, and was stigmatised by its early governors as a worthless encumbrance, while today its trade is valued at ?100,000,000, and its inhabitants, number 4,000,000?Rhodesia has cost the British taxpayer nothing, and may in futuro bring as much as New South Wales to the Imperial Treasury. So (Messrs. J. and J. Baldwin, Halifax.) There is a great sale in knitting and crochet wools just at present, when the demand for warm garments for our soldiers is so great, and khaki-coloured wools are especially popular. It is a great advantage to secure the best materials, and in this connection we have no hesitation in saying that J. and J. Baldwin's "Beehive" wools are of superfine quality, and should be asked for when purchases are about to be made. The range of choice is immense, and the exquisite softness and evenness of finish in some of the varieties cannot fail to provoke the admiration of the connoisseur. Khaki shades are produced in all the different qualities. It is difficult to select any one wool for special notice where the excellence is so uniform.
All the .Scotch fingerings are most tempting, whilst amongst the other varieties we would call attention to the even, firm, and soft quality of the soft knitting wools, and the remarkable fineness of the I'yranees wool, which might be utilised to fashion a veil. 
